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From the outset we wanted to build a tool that provided editors with a very intuitive user interface which was not the case with most conventional UV editors at the time.
Throughout the development of UVLayout, we've heard designers and development teams requesting more tools and features to aid in UV creation, so we've introduced a lot of
these back into the program. We will continue to add new features and tools in future updates of UVLayout. We are currently developing new versions of this program that will

introduce a lot of new features including one that will allow you to import OBJ, PLY and UVL formats to UVLayout from 3D editors like Maya and XSI. Stay tuned for news of this new
project! We are planning to release new versions of UVLayout as we move into 2013. We'll be adding new features, upgrading the look and feel, and improving the program

performance, all of which will be showcased at the upcoming Ausdroid, Suncoast, and Mipmpo conferences. We'd also like to start to make UVLayout available for purchase on iOS
devices, and Android tablets. We would also like to continue to develop this program for the Mac as well. Ive installed UV Layout 1.5.0 (both versions) but it doesnt seem to find

Zbrush. Ive looked in the event logs but its not even registering Zbrush as being loaded. Its just not loading. When I uninstall UV Layout 1.5.0 it seems to start working, but then it
tries to uninstall itself. Ive looked up info about compatibility between Zbrush and UV Layout but am having a bit of trouble with the terminology. Is it not compatible with Zbrush?
Ive tried uninstalling then reinstalling 2 different versions of UV Layout and Zbrush. It just wont seem to work. This is my last resort as Im completely stuck and cant continue this

project.
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uv layout is an application that will allow
you to create, import and export uv

layouts. it allows you to create different
uv layouts in a simple and easy way and

then import it in any other uv layout.
each set of uv coordinates defines a

single surface that will be used for a 3d
polymesh. the primary operation is

creating new uv coordinates by editing
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the previous set and exporting them to
the 3d polymesh. some surfaces can be
shared among multiple objects, while

others can only be used in a single object.
this software allows you to export 2d uv

coordinates from the 3d view to the
surface itself. uvlayout is a true 2d

surface modeler with the ability to edit
and apply uv coordinates in a 3d

environment. the key to uvlayout's
efficiency is its high quality uv tool. this
includes an orthographic and point of
view cursor for manipulating the uv

coordinates, and a dynamic texture clamp
for aligning the uv coordinates to the

surface geometry. all new surfaces can
be converted into uv layout surfaces, and

the uvlayout tab provides the ability to
hide the geometry and access the surface
properties of any of the 3d polymeshes.
the software is highly customisable, and

several advanced options can be changed
in the preferences dialog. you can also
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import the preferences from a saved
version of the software. in addition to the

surface properties, uvlayout offers the
ability to connect and disconnect

surfaces. this allows you to join two
meshes together by creating a surface
between them. you can also create a

surface for a single 3d polymesh, and a
surface from a single vertex on a

polymesh. 5ec8ef588b
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